Prediction the data consumption for power demands by Elman neural network
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ABSTRACT
The load forecasting consider as part important in power system operation. The exact prediction for power demand is important for planning how much need extra power generation to cover extra load to keep without happen shutdown. Neural networks stay frequently designed for modeling dynamic processes. The Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) with Radial Basis Functions (RBF) network is static approximations used fewer frequently in the discrete-time domain. In this paper proposed predict method for daily peak load by Elman Neural Network (ENN) with using data power demand for 2 years collected from National Control Center (NCC) and comparing the result. The result show the proposal is evaluated and followed the power demand.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A key instrument in power system operation is the load forecasting. Several operating decisions are depend on load forecasts, for example reliability analysis, dispatch scheduling, and maintenance plan used for the generators. In specific, load forecasting is more significant due to the increase of deregulation and free rivalry of the electric power industry totally everywhere in the world. Load forecasts are vital used for the energy dealings in competitive electricity markets. Furthermore, the accurate predictable for the load is important data for electricity price forecast [1]. In [2] paper presented a schem of computational intelligence founded the SVR and SOM is useful to rebuild the electricity load forecasting dynamics by using a time series approach.

In Iraq, the power generation isn’t sufficient the power demand because the wars, administrative corruption and as well as collapse of the transmission lines [3]. So the shut down in the power system is happen for several times, to avoid this problem the ministry of electrical in Iraq but table for shut down partly especially in winter and summer seasons. In this case the estimated loads forecast is difficult with absence the whole data.

The modeling dynamic process by neural networks are often used foyr systems [4, 5]. In most cases, one hidden layer is used with Multi-Layer Perceptron network, the Radial Basis Functions (RBF) network is used much less frequently. Both RBF and MLP neural networks structures are static estimations. By delivering the values of the signal of input and output from some previous sampling instants to the input nodes of the network (by the delay lines) to the dynamics is introduced into the static networks when they are used for dynamic modeling processes (in the discrete-time domain).
A recurrent neural networks used for approximation of static neural with lines of delay is to use [5, 6], that are models of dynamic dynamic by nature. Elman neural network is an example of recurrent neural networks [7, 8]. In Elman neural network [7] there is no addition time-delay, while many process of technologic dynamic, in specific in petrochemical, food industries and chemical, are distinguished by comparatively long unmixed time-delay, that may product from the time necessary to achieve the measurements. Intuitively, the Elman neural network may be not the greatest solution. In this paper; we present our algorithm on the task of Elman Neural Network (ENN) to estimate the peak of load everyday for the next day in whole month. To assess the production of the technique of forecasting power load data acquired as of National Control Center (NCC) for Ministry of Iraq Electrical power.

2. RESEARCH METHOD

For clarify and simplicity of giving the dynamic systems of single-input single-output that are examined in this paper. The input signal is designated by u, the signal of output is designated by y. The presented sampling instant is designated by k. The Elman recurrent neural network in Figure 1 displays the form of the Elman neural network method. The network has one input connected with the input signal of the operation from the preceding sampling instant, i.e. u(N-1), N the hidden neurons layer with a transfer function in nonlinear φ : R → R, one neuron and with one output y(k). The signals of output for the hidden layer (v_1 (N),…….,v_N (N)) are accessed through single delay blocks to the nodes of input signal for the network that means that the network has N+1 the nodes of input u(N-1),v_1 (N-1),…….,v_N (N-1). The second layer weights of the network are designated by w_j^((2)) for i=0,…….,N, the first layer weights of the network w_(i,j)^((1)) for i=1,…….,N, j=0,…….,N+1. Both layers have an additional unity signal (bias signal). SVR is useful to use a time series approach in reconstruct the electricity load forecasting dynamics.

![Figure 1. Elman neural network structure](image)

In Iraq, the power generation isn’t sufficient the power demand because the wars, administrative corruption and as well as collapse of the transmission lines [3]. So the shut down in the power system is happen for several times, to avoid this problem the ministry of electrical in Iraq but table for shut down partly especially in winter and summer seasons. In this case the estimated loads forecast is difficult with absence the whole data.
Modeling dynamic processes did by using neural networks [4, 5]. The Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) network is used with one hidden layer, the network with Radial Basis Functions (RBF) is used much less frequently. The neural structures of Both RBF and MLP are in fact static approximations. The dynamics is applied into the static networks by sending the values of the input and output signals from some preceding sampling inputs to the input nodes of the network when they are used for dynamic modeling processes.

An absorbing alternative to approximations of static neural with delay lines is to use recurrent neural networks [5, 6] that are dynamic models by nature. One well-known case of recurrent neural networks is Elman neural network [7, 8]. In the recurrent Elman neural network [7] there is no additional time-delay, while many processes of technological dynamic , in particular in chemical, food and petrochemical.

Kosay A. S. Majbor, Qais M. Alias, and Kadhim M. Sulaiman proposed to solve the problem of uncertainty of the load forecast that is partly due to the sudden rise in the consumer buying power with the electricity generation deficit. They worked on load forecasting for Iraaq power network for whole of years with the averaging method and the minimum – maximum. Their results obtained close to the adopted load forecasts for years with high value in error but they didn’t get estimation for future years [9].

Dr. Adel M. Dakhil proposed to develop electric load forecasting with short term by neural network depended on historical series of power demand the neural network chosen if feed forward network in (daily hour, the weekly day and load of the previous hour), this method was good accuracy and robust in forecasting but it not included for future estimation [10].

The paper show the solution the problems of power demand forecast for (hour of days and days of week and week of months and estimation for future year), the work with Elman neural network was very close to ther rearess and weekd of months and

hour, the weekly day and load of the previous hour), this method was good accuracy and robust in forecasting.

ELMAN NEURAL NETWORK ALGORITHM

Where \( v_i(N) \) \((N)\) stands for the output signals of consecutive hidden nodes \((= 1, \ldots, N)\) , \( v_0(N) = 1 \). One has

\[
v_i(N) = \varphi(z_i(N)) \tag{1}
\]

where the signals sum of the \(i^{th}\) hidden node is

\[
z_i(N) = w_{i_0}^{(1)} + w_{i_1}^{(1)}u(N - \tau) + \sum_{j=1}^{N} w_{i_{j+1}}^{(1)}v_j(N - 1) \tag{2}
\]

Combining all equations above , we get

\[
y(k) = w_0^{(2)} + \sum_{i=0}^{k} w_i^{(2)} \varphi(w_{i_0}^{(3)} + w_{i_1}^{(1)}u(k - \tau) + \sum_{j=1}^{k} w_{i_{j+1}}^{(1)}v_j(k - 1)) \tag{3}
\]

The neural network training includes in changing the values of its weights in such a way that the error of approximation is acceptable. In the case of recognition of processes of dynamic, sequences of data the recorded of input and output signals are necessary for error of training. Model with approximation accuracy is usually clarified by thsquared errors sum. For some vector of weights \(w\), one has

\[
E(N) = \sum_{N=1}^{n} y(N) - y(N))^2 \tag{4}
\]

The the Elman neural network model outputs are acquired from the layer of output units. The difference between actual values and target values is considered as error of system error. The values of error that obtained are spread back to link weights. This operation is put in for using the following equations:

Firstly, from output layer to last hidden layer

\[
\delta_N = f'(NET_N)(TARGET_N - OUT_N) \tag{5}
\]

\[
\delta_N = OUT_N(1 - OUT_N)(TARGET_N - OUT_N) \tag{6}
\]

\[
\Delta W_{ij}(n + 1) = y\delta_N OUT_n + \alpha[\Delta W_{ij}(n)] \tag{7}
\]

\[
W_{ij}^{NEW} = W_{ij}^{OLD} + \Delta W_{ij}(n + 1) \tag{8}
\]
where $\text{TAR}G\text{E}T_N$ presents required output value. $\gamma$ is the value learning rate , $\alpha$ is the value of momentum coefficient, $f'(\text{NE}T_N)$ represents the value of activation function , $n$ is the value of iteration number and $\Delta W$ is the value of change of related weight. This term is attached to the pld weight of corresponding matching to get the new weight. Here, $\delta_N$ the value of error gradient at neuron $N$.

Secondly, from hidden layer to input layer

$$\delta_j = f'(\text{NET}_j) \sum \delta_N W_{Nj}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

$$\delta_i = \text{OUT}_i(1 - \text{OUT}_i) \sum \delta_j W_{Nj}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

$$\Delta W_{ji}(n + 1) = \gamma \delta_i \text{OUT}_i + \alpha [\Delta W_{ji}(n)]$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

$$W_{ji}^{\text{NEW}} = W_{ji}^{\text{OLD}} + \Delta W_{ji}(n + 1)$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

The value of bias affects the activation function to force the learning process; therefore, the learning process speed increases. Biases are recalculated as follows. For the of output layer biases, where the letters and symbols have similar meanings

$$\Delta W_{BN}(n + 1) = \gamma \delta_N + \alpha [\Delta W_{BN}(n)]$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

$$W_{Bj}^{\text{NEW}} = W_{Bj}^{\text{OLD}} + \Delta W_{Bj}(n + 1)$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

and for the biases of hidden layer

$$\Delta W_{Bj}(n = 1) = \gamma \delta_j + \alpha [\Delta W_{Bj}(n)]$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

$$W_{Bj}^{\text{NEW}} = W_{Bj}^{\text{OLD}} + \Delta W_{Bj}(n + 1)$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The data collected for two years (2014-2015) of National Control Center (NCC) in Iraq that represented power demand for every hour. We proposed prediction by using Elman neural network to evaluate power demand that showing in figures below. The x axes represent hours for one day, but y axes represent power demand in mega Watt (Mw).the blue color represent National Control Center prediction for power demand (MRN) and red color represent our prediction proposed. From Figure 2 it's clear closed the shapes to each other that represent the governorates demand in January 22nd 2014. And also figures from Figure 3 until Figure 5 show Governorates demand load for random days in 2014 year. The peak power demand was record in 19h (7pm) that 14800 Mw (for 22nd 2014 day) at night. From all figure absorb the peak power demand registered at 7 pm. From Figure 6 to Figure 9 appear random samples days for 2015 year. The peak power demand record at 6pm was 16500 Mw as shown in figure 6 for 16th 2015 day.
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To test the model that proposed can check without input data recorded, therefore the Figure 10 shown behavior the load as estimation of Governorates demand load in January 12nd 2016. And also the random other day was shown in Figure 11 estimation of Governorates demand load in June 1st 2016.

Figure 4. Governorates demand load in March 3rd 2014
Figure 5. Governorates demand load in September 20th 2014
Figure 6. Governorates demand load in January 16th 2015
Figure 7. Governorates demand load in March 3rd 2015
Figure 8. Governorates demand load in July 7th 2015
Figure 9. Governorates demand load in December 12nd 2015
5. CONCLUSION

The power demand prediction still is controversial between the researchers due to exist many factors non constant. The power demand illustrated little at 1 Am to 5 Am morning then increase the power consumption then approximation stable until 7 pm, at 7 pm is the peak power demand as illustrated in winter. In this paper the modeling designed was effective to predict the power demand for Iraq utility network. From Table 1 shows the error between the true value and estimation value by neural network is very low and that means the data of true and estimation value is very close and that refres that the Elman neural Network is good method to estimation data and by validation can proof the estimation of future data for any power demand as shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11.
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